
Life Purpose Questionnaire
The only prerequisite to finding the purpose is to find the purpose yourself. Not family
members, friends, mentors, life coaches or me.

The purpose equation is a great way to look for your purpose. I have seen this equation play out
many times over.

Purpose = Natural + Experiences + Lasting + Obsession + Play
For each factor in this equation, there are questions that can help you find your true purpose in
life.

Factor #1: Natural To You
With living your purpose, most people think: What job is better for me?

This is the wrong question. This approach gets you to live on someone else’s purpose.

Instead, look for what you are naturally good at.

For me: Learning things is natural. Observing things is natural. And these are all clues into a
learner purpose.

Any alignment with our nature immediately puts you ahead in the race. When you are authentic,
the connection with the universe becomes easy.

Answer these questions:

1. What is natural to you that is work for others?
2. What are you doing when you feel like yourself?
3. How would your closest friends and family describe you?

Factor #2: Unique Experiences
Connect the dots in your personal and professional life. Look at what you have done. Look at
where you are today.

Example: Since Jill was a kid, she hated when her family moved from her hometown. She is still
loyal to her childhood friends. She stayed at the same job for 15 years. She doesn't like change.

This is an example of a supporter’s purpose.

Answer these questions:

4. What are your unique experiences?



5. If you had to pick 1 out of the four buckets, which one would you pick?
6. Start with elimination: Which bucket is the most difficult for you to be?

Factor #3: Lasting
Purpose needs to last over a long time.

Like Lao Tzu said, “Nature never rushes, yet everything gets accomplished.”

Example: Sam as a kid was selling baseball cards at the schoolyard. Sam always had
innovative ways to raise money for the boy scouts. He was always persuasive with his friends.

This is an example of an entrepreneur's purpose.

Answer these questions:

7. If money was no object, what would you do for the rest of your life?
8. What were you obsessed about in your teen years?
9. If you could redo your life, what would you do?

Factor #4: Obsession
You are so obsessed about this one macro bucket. You think about it non-stop.

Example: Sarah hates when she sees racial injustice. She keeps reading about how the
education system needs a revamp. She thought about going to law school to protect others.

This is an example of a fighter’s purpose.

Answer these questions:

10. What are you obsessed about?
11. What do you obsess over on the weekends?
12. What type of books and blogs do you read?

Factor #5: Play
Play is where you lose track of time and do what you love.

Learner loses track while reading a book.

Fighter loses track of time when you go to a protest.

Entrepreneur loses track with a business idea.

Supporter loses track of time when helping others.

Answer these questions:



13. What is that you do that feels like play?
14. What topics get you excited when people ask you about them?
15. What energizes you the most?

Answers to these questions will start you on your journey. Take a patience and persistence
approach. It could take you a few weeks to months to find your life's purpose. I assure you, if
you make finding your purpose a priority. You will find it.

“There have to be reasons that you get up in the morning and you want to
live.” - Elon Musk


